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Abstract—This paper explores the use of a Bayesian inference
model for updating the classifications of multiple objects simul-
taneously when given a measurement on only one of the objects.
It is proven that with prior knowledge on the number of objects
being tracked, each measurement can update the probability
mass function for every tracked object. This result is generalized
to sensors that can only classify subsets of the objects. The paper
also shows empirically that the rate of convergence to the correct
classifications for all objects using this model is improved over
tracking each object independently. Finally, the paper ends by
demonstrating the efficacy of the model by fusing measurements
from two different classification sensors in a multiple target
tracking scenario.
Keywords: Multiple Target Tracking, Bayesian inference,
Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of belief updating through time sequential
Bayesian updating of a prior distribution to a posterior distribu-
tion has been well researched [1] [2] [3] [4]. Examples include
dynamic Bayesian networks, Kalman filters, and particle filters
which all refine a posterior probability distribution over time
with the addition of measurements [5] [7]. This paper focuses
on applying time sequential Bayesian inference to the domain
of multiple object classification. Both Bayesian and Dempster-
Shafer based inference methods have been applied to this prob-
lem [6] [9]. However, to the author’s knowledge there has been
little work examining how to update posterior distributions
for all objects being tracked given a measurement on only a
single object when the statistical dependence between tracks is
unknown. If the dependencies were known, updating could be
modeled using a dynamic Bayesian network representing the
joint probability distribution between all tracks. This requires
either explicit knowledge of the statistical dependencies be-
tween tracks or learning of these dependencies over time [7]
[8]. By assuming only that the number of tracks is known,
this paper examines models for performing inference over all
objects considered given a single measurement from either a
sensor capable of identifying all tracked objects or a sensor
capable of only classifying objects into distinctive sets.

II. SEQUENTIAL BAYESIAN UPDATING

A distinction is made in the following sections between an
identification sensor and a classification sensor. An identifica-
tion sensor contains unique measurement likelihoods for every
object being tracked while a classification sensor contains

measurement likelihoods for classification sets of the objects
(i.e. cars, trucks, etc). A track refers to the probability mass
function (pmf) for a discrete random variable representing
either the classification or identification of one of the objects
being tracked.

The following sections use the canonical example of draw-
ing colored balls from a collection of urns. Each urn contains
a different number of colored balls which uniquely identifies
the urn. A single ball is drawn with replacement from one of
the urns during each track update. The goal is the correct
identification of each urn when the order of the urns is
unknown. Sequential Bayesian updating of the probabilities in
a single urn track given an identification measurement on that
track is modeled in section II-A, updating all urn tracks given
an identification measurement on a single track is modeled
in II-B, updating a single urn track given a classification
measurement is modeled in section II-C, and updating multiple
urn tracks given a classification measurement is modeled in
section II-D. Experiments employing these models are shown
in section III.

A. Identification Measurement Update for a Single Track

Assume that balls are drawn randomly from an urn U which
is one of n different urns u1 . . . un where the number of balls
in each urn is known but the order of the urns is not. The
problem is to determine from which of the n urns the balls
are being drawn. Begin by calculating the prior probability
that a measurement M ∈ {C1, . . . , Cm} of a ball of color Cl
will be drawn using total probability:

P (M) =
n∑
i=1

P (M |U = ui)P (U = ui) (1)

Suppose that a ball of color M is drawn from the urn
and then replaced. Bayes’ formula is applied to calculate the
posterior probability that the urn U being sampled is each of
the n urns:

P (U = ui |M) =
P (M | U = ui)P (U = ui)

P (M)
(2)

Using a Bayesian approach, the degree of belief is repre-
sented by a new probability function:
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P1 (·) = P0 (· |M) (3)

This can be used to update the new probability of measure-
ment M :

P1 (M) =
n∑
i=1

P1 (M |U = ui)P1 (U = ui) (4)

=
n∑
i=1

P1 (M |U = ui)P0 (U = ui |M)

Suppose a second draw is taken resulting in a second mea-
surement M2. These probabilities can be defined recursively
as follows:

P1 (·) = P0 (· |M1) (5)
P2 (·) = P1 (· |M2)

Further, these probabilities can be used to define a proba-
bility mass function (pmf) for the discrete random variable U
as follows:

fk (U) =


Pk (U = u1) = Pk (u1)

...
Pk (U = un) = Pk (un)

(6)

B. Identification Measurement Update for Multiple Tracks

In this section consider a generalization of the process in
section II-A. Instead of having only one random variable
U representing an unknown urn that is being tracked by a
single sensor, consider maintaining a set of random variables
{Ur | r ∈ 1 . . . n} on each of the n urns. Thus each track r is
defined as:

fr,k (Ur) =


Pk (Ur = u1) = Pr,k (u1)

...
Pk (Ur = un) = Pr,k (un)

(7)

Note that the notations Pk (Ur = uj) and Pr,k (uj) are used
interchangeably in the next few sections.

Assume that the identity and number of urns are known and
that each track corresponds to exactly one urn. Thus, the only
question is which urn should be assigned to each track. This
leads to a constraint that allows updating of all tracks for each
measurement taken:

1 =
n∑
q=1

Pq,k (uj) (8)

⇒ 1− Pr,k (uj) =
∑

q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k (uj) (9)

⇒ Pr,k (uj) =
∑

q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k (uj) (10)

Start by updating the measured track:

Pr,k (uj) = Pr,k−1 (uj |Mk) (11)

=
Pr,k−1 (Mk | uj)Pr,k−1 (uj)

Pr,k−1(Mk)

Use the updated track to calculate the compliment’s like-
lihood corresponding to the measurement on track r. Obtain
this by re-arranging terms in the Bayesian update that would
be used to update the compliment:

Pr,k−1 (Mk | uj) =
Pr,k−1 (uj |Mk)Pr,k−1 (Mk)

Pr,k−1 (uj)
(12)

=
Pr,k (uj)Pr,k−1 (Mk)

Pr,k−1 (uj)

=
(1− Pr,k (uj))Pr,k−1 (Mk)

Pr,k−1 (uj)

By re-arranging the terms in the calculation of the above
likelihood to fit the form of a typical sequential Bayesian
update and applying the constraint mentioned earlier, other
tracks not measured can be updated. However, note that
the measurement probability is always calculated from the
measured track since that is the only track actually measured:

∑
q∈{1...n}\r

Pq,k (uj) =Pr,k (uj) (13)

=Pr,k−1 (uj |Mk)

=
Pr,k−1 (Mk | uj)Pr,k−1 (uj)

Pr,k−1 (Mk)

=
∑

q∈{1...n}\r

Pr,k−1 (Mk | uj)Pq,k−1 (uj)
Pr,k−1 (Mk)

Observe that Equation (13) is the Bayesian update on the
probability that track Ur is not urn uj . This is a set of mutually
exclusive events:

{Ur 6= uj} =

 ⋃
q∈{1,...,n}\r

Uq = uj

 (14)

Where Pk (Uq = uj , Ut = uj) = 0 for ∀q, t ∈
{1, . . . , n} \r. Also note that there may be prior knowledge
on the dependent relationships between each track random
variable Uq and Ur modeled through, for instance, a Bayesian
network [1]. However, it is assumed for the experiments in
this paper that these relationships are not known. Thus, for
∀q ∈ {1, . . . , n} \r equal weight is given to each track during
the update:

Pq,k (uj) =
Pr,k−1 (Mk | uj)Pq,k−1 (uj)

Pr,k−1 (Mk)
(15)

Note that these updates satisfy Equation (13).
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C. Classification Measurement Update for a Single Track

Sections II-A and II-B both made an assumption that the
sensor was capable of uniquely identifying each urn being
measured. This section looks at generalizing the results from
the previous sections to sensors that can measure classification
sets (i.e. urns that have more of one ball color than any other)
without making a distinction between specific identifications
within the classification sets. Since different sensors can clas-
sify targets into different classification sets, this section looks
at creating modified tracks from the tracks of section II-B to
use in performing track updates, and then transforming those
updated tracks back to the original dimension so they can be
updated by other sensors later. Note that a single classification
measurement on one of the tracks is used to update all tracks,
similar to the models in sections II-A and II-B.

Consider a classification C (i.e. urns with more green balls
than red). This set contains urn ids j corresponding to each
urn uj in a common classification. It is assumed that the
sensor cannot discern between each urn uj in the classification.
To acquire a new measurement on a classification set, balls
are sampled and replaced from one of the urns uj , chosen
randomly, in the classification set. Note that the balls from
each urn are not mixed together and thus the urn identity
probabilities remain disjoint.

By replacing the range values uj for all j ∈ C of the random
variable Ur with the single range value uC , a new set of n
tracks can be constructed. Note that for each pmf fr,k (Ur):

Pr,k (uC) =
∑
j∈C

Pr,k (uj) (16)

Similarly the likelihood of the classification set is:

Pk (M | uC) =
∑
j∈C

Pk (M | uj) (17)

The modified pmf f∗r,k (Ur) for each track Ur is given by:

f∗r,k (Ur) =



Pk (Ur = u1) = Pr,k (u1)
...

Pk (Ur = uC) = Pr,k (uC)
...

Pk (Ur = un) = Pr,k (un)

(18)

Start by updating the set of tracks {uj | uj ∈ uC} contained
in the classification set using equations (16) and (11):

Pr,k (uC) =
∑
j∈C

Pr,k (uj) (19)

=
∑
j∈C

Pr,k−1 (uj)Pr,k−1 (Mk | uc)
Pr,k−1 (Mk)

In this case the updating of the tracks contained in the
classification set could be accomplished with a Bayesian

network similar to the previous section [1]. However, this
would also require knowledge of the dependencies between
tracks which are assumed unknown. Each of the mutually
exclusive events where Pk (Ur = ui, Ur = uj) = 0 is thus
updated with equal weight to satisfy the previous equation:

Pr,k (uj) =
Pr,k−1 (uj)Pr,k−1 (Mk | uc)

Pr,k−1 (Mk)
(20)

D. Classification Measurement Update for Multiple Tracks

Note that the balls from each urn are not mixed together and
thus the urn identity probabilities remain disjoint. Given this
constraint, it is possible to modify Equation (15) to account
for classifications.

Observe that since the sum over all tracks for each urn prob-
ability is 1 by the assumption in Equation (8), the sum over
all tracks for each classification set is nuC

which represents
the number of individual urns in the set. Thus, assuming the
classification set contains more than one urn (otherwise the
update in Equation (15) is sufficient):

n∑
q=1

Pq,k (uC) = nuC
> 1 (21)

If Equation (10) were to be followed directly, then the
probability of the classification set uC would be used to find
the compliment probability as follows:

nuC
− Pr,k (uC) =

∑
q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k (uC) (22)

; Pr,k (uC) =
∑

q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k (uC)

Note that this is not possible because 0 < nuC
−

Pr,k (uC) <= nuC
is not in the range of 0 to 1 and is thus

not a probability.
However, observe that the probability of each urn in the

classification set needs to be updated by the new measurement,
not the entire set itself. Assuming there is no way to discern
between urns in the classification set, the actual probability of
interest is:

Pr,k (uC , uj) = Pr,k (uj | uC)Pr,k (uC)

=
1
nuC

· Pr,k (uC) (23)

= Pr,k

(
u

′

C

)
Where uj represents one of the urns in the classification set

and u
′

C represents the event of the track being one of the urns
in the classification set, without any knowledge of which urn
is which. Intuitively this makes sense, since the classification
sensor cannot discern between urns in the classification set.
Now applying Equation (10):
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1− Pr,k (uC) /nuC
=

∑
q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k (uC) /nuC

⇒ 1− Pr,k
(
u

′

C

)
=

∑
q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k

(
u

′

C

)
(24)

⇒ Pr,k

(
u

′
C

)
=

∑
q={1,...,n}\r

Pq,k

(
u

′

C

)
This can be used to obtain the measurement likelihood

following Equation (12):

Pr,k−1

(
Mk | u

′
C

)
=

(
1− Pr,k

(
u

′

C

))
Pr,k−1 (Mk)

Pr,k−1

(
u

′
C

) (25)

Which can be substituted back into Equation (15) to obtain
the updated probabilities on each urn uj contained in the
classification set:

Pq,k (uj) =
Pr,k−1

(
Mk | u

′
C

)
Pq,k−1 (uj)

Pr,k−1 (Mk)
(26)

III. EXPERIMENTS

Figure 1. A comparison of single vs. multi-track measurement updating
using one identification sensor (SENSOR 1). The sensor views one track on
each measurement scan.

This section discusses a simplified classification tracking
example to demonstrate the mathematics from section II.
Consider a scenario where six urns are uniquely identified by
the number of white (W ) and black (B) balls they contain.
Thus, each measurement M ∈ {W,B}. Denote the urns as u1

Figure 2. A comparison of single vs. multi-track measurement updating using
two classification sensors (SENSOR 2 and SENSOR 3). Both sensors view the
same track on each scan.

Figure 3. A comparison of single vs. multi-track measurement updating
using two classification sensors (SENSOR 2 and SENSOR 3). SENSOR 2 views
only tracks 1,3,5 and SENSOR 3 views only tracks 2,4,6 on alternating scans.

through u6 with ball assignments as follows:

u1 : 0 white, 5 black
u2 : 1 white, 4 black
u3 : 2 white, 3 black
u4 : 3 white, 2 black
u5 : 4 white, 1 black
u6 : 5 white, 0 black

For the experiments in the following sections, six tracks
are considered in a multiple target tracking scenario.
Each track consists of a probability mass functions (pmf),
namely: f1,k (U1), f2,k (U2), f3,k (U3), f4,k (U4), f5,k (U5),
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u1 u2 u3 u4 u5 u6

W 0/5 1/5 2/5 3/5 4/5 5/5
B 5/5 4/5 3/5 2/5 1/5 0/5

Figure 4. The confusion matrix for SENSOR 1. Note that this sensor can
discern between all six urns.

and f6,k (U6) corresponding to random variables Ui ∈
{U1, . . . , U6}. These tracks are updated to determine which
of the six urns ui ∈ {u1, . . . , u6} corresponds to each
track. In section III-A a sensor capable of identifying every
track produces measurements to update either just the track
being measured through the model in section II-A or all six
tracks through the model described in section II-B. Section
III-B describes experiments combining measurements from
classification sensors during track updating using the models
in sections II-C and II-D.

A series of Monte Carlo tests are performed in the following
sections. Measurements are created through importance sam-
pling of the confusion matrix based on the true urn order. The
urns are ordered as 6, 3, 1, 4, 2, 5. The process of measuring
a track with one or more sensors and updating its pmf is
referred to as a scan. After each track has been measured,
the sensor looks back at track u1 and cycles through all tracks
a second time. This is repeated until the total number of scans
is reached.

A. Identification Sensor Experiments

In this section a single identification sensor, SENSOR 1, with
the confusion matrix shown in Figure 4 is considered. SENSOR
1 takes a single measurement scan on each update from one
of the six urns. Scans are taken on each urn in order and
then repeatedly taken in order until a total number of scans is
reached.

The prior distribution for each track is set to 1/6 indicating
no prior knowledge about the six urns. In the single track
update case, only Equation (11) is used to update the measured
track. In the multi-track update case, Equation (11) is used to
update the measured track and additionally Equation (15) is
used to update the other five tracks.

To compare performance between the single and multi-track
updates, Figure 1 shows the result of 100 trials of a given
number nm of measurement scans, where nm ranges from
100 to 800 scans. For each trial, nm scans from SENSOR 1
are used to update either the individual track measured or all
tracks maintained. If every track has converged to the correct
urn it represents with 95% accuracy or better then the trial is
counted as a success. It is evident that the multi-track update
outperforms the single track update.

B. Classification Sensor Experiments

For the experiments in this section, suppose one sensor was
capable of discerning only between urns that contain more
black balls than white, and another sensor could only discern
between urns that contain more white balls than black. These
two sensors, SENSOR 2 and SENSOR 3, are shown in figures
5 and 6 respectively.

u1 u2 u3 u4:6

W 0/5 1/5 2/5 12/15
B 5/5 4/5 3/5 3/15

Figure 5. The confusion matrix for SENSOR 2. Note that this sensor cannot
discern between urns 4, 5, and 6.

u1:3 u4 u5 u6

W 3/15 3/5 4/5 5/5
B 12/15 2/5 1/5 0/5

Figure 6. The confusion matrix for SENSOR 3. Note that this sensor cannot
discern between urns 1, 2, and 3.

The prior distribution for each track is set to 1/6 indicating
no prior knowledge about the six urns. In the single track
update case, only equations (11) and (20) are used to update
probabilities on urns the sensor can identify and classify
respectively. In the multi-track update both equations (15) and
(26) are additionally used during the scan update.

The first experiment in this section is similar to the identi-
fication sensor experiment in section III-A. Instead of a single
sensor taking a single measurement scan on each update, both
SENSOR 2 and SENSOR 3 provide scans when updating a track.
As in section III-A scans are taken on each urn in order and
then repeatedly taken in order until a total number of scans
is reached. Figure 2 shows the result of 100 trials of a given
number nm of measurement scans, where nm ranges from
100 to 800 scans. For each trial, nm scans each containing
measurements from both SENSOR 2 and SENSOR 3 are used
to update either the individual track measured or all tracks
maintained. If every track has converged to the correct urn
it represents with 95% accuracy or better then the trial is
counted as a success. It is evident that the multi-track update
outperforms the single track update.

In the second experiment, consider a data fusion scenario
where SENSOR 2 only looks at half of the tracks and SENSOR
3 only looks at the other half. Specifically, SENSOR 2 views
tracks 1, 3, and 5 while SENSOR 3 views tracks 2, 4 and 6.
SENSOR 2 and SENSOR 3 will alternate taking scans of each
urn in order and then repeatedly taken in order until a total
number of scans is reached. The results of this experiment are
shown in Figure 3 which shows 100 trials of a given number
nm of measurement scans, where nm ranges from 100 to 800
scans. Note that since classification sensors are being used,
there will be some tracks that cannot be identified in the single
track update case.

Figure 7 gives intuition into why the results in Figure 3
are so different between the single and multi-track updates.
Observe that after 400 scans the classification sensors by
themselves are not able to correctly identify the order of all 6
urns. However, when data from the two sensors is combined
through the models in section II-D, all 6 urns are correctly
identified.
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Figure 7. A comparison of classification tracks resulting from 400 scans
using (from top to bottom row): a sensor that can measure only the first
3 urns (SENSOR 2, confusion matrix shown in Figure 5), a sensor that can
measure only the last 3 urns (SENSOR 3, confusion matrix shown in Figure
6), and fused measurements from both sensors (SENSOR 2& SENSOR3).The
actual urns corresponding to each track are in order: 6, 3, 1, 4, 2, 5.

IV. DISCUSSION

From the results in section III it appears that updating all
classification tracks on each measurement using the Bayesian
model described in this paper results in convergence to the
correct urn for each track using less measurement scans than
if the tracks were updated individually. However, given the
stochastic nature of measurement observations a conclusion
cannot be reached without statistical tests on the Monte Carlo
trials used in those experiments. In particular, the two cases
of updating multiple tracks with an identification sensor as
discussed in section III-A and updating multiple tracks with
classification sensors as discussed in section III-B need further
justification for the results presented.

To determine whether there is statistical significance in the
differences evident in figures 1, 2, and 3 consider a z test
on the number of successes evident at 400 measurements
in all three Monte Carlo comparisons. Let each trial be a
Bernoulli trial in a Binomial distribution. Also let X represents
the number of successes when updating a single track on
each measurement and Y represents the number of successes
when updating all tracks on each measurement where px
and py denote the respective probabilities of success. The
null hypothesis is H0 : px = py vs. H1 : px < py and
pe = x+y

100+100 is the pooled probability of success between
each set of 100 trials. From the central limit theorem define
the z statistic as:

z =
x−y
100√

2pe(1−pe)
100

At the α = .05 level of significance reject H0 if z ≤ −zα =
−1.64. The identification sensor experiment data shown in

Figure 1 at 400 scans gives X = 22 and Y = 84 which
yields a value of z = −8.78. Thus, H0 is rejected. The
classification sensor experiment data shown in Figure 2 at 400
scans gives X = 51 and Y = 93 which yields a value of
z = −6.61. Again, H0 is rejected. Finally, the classification
sensor experiment data shown in Figure 3 at 400 scans gives
X = 0 and Y = 85 which yields a value of z = −12.16. It
follows that H0 is rejected for all three experiments and that
there is statistical significance to the observed difference in
performance between using the models in this paper to update
all tracks for every measurement and updating only the track
measured.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated that with the prior knowledge
of how many objects are being tracked, measurements on
any one of the objects can impact the posterior distributions
of every target being tracked during sequential Bayesian
updating. It has been shown both theoretically and empirically
that improved tracking performance can be obtained using
the multi-track update in this paper instead of a single track
update on each sensor measurement. This has implications for
situations where the number of sensor measurements is very
limited or very rapid convergence to correct classifications
is required. Further, a multi-track update allows the novel
situation of tracking an object even when the sensor observing
that object cannot directly discriminate between it and other
objects being tracked. However, it is worth emphasizing that
the number of targets being tracked and the assumption of
perfect measurement association to tracks is critical. If this
knowledge cannot be determined or if the number of targets
changes over time, then the methods presented in this paper
are invalid. Further research is required to handle these cases.
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